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THE DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND TESTING OF WETF HIGH-QUALITY, LONG-TERM-STORAGE,
SECONDARY CONTAINMENT VESSELS

by

Kane J. Fkher

ABSTRACT

Los Alamos National Laboratory’s Weapons Engineering Tritium Facility

(WETF) requires secondary containment vessels to store primary tritium

containment vessels. The primary containment vessel provides the first

boundary for tritium containment. The primary containment vessel is stored

within a secondary containment vessel that provides the secondary boundary

for tritium containment. WETF requires high-quality, long-term-storage,

secondary tritium containment vessels that fit within a Mound-designed

calorimeter. In order to qualify the WETF high-quality, long-term-storage,

secondary containment vessels for use at WETF, steps have been taken to

ensure the appropriate design, adequate testing, quality in fabrication, and

acceptable documentation.

INTRODUCTION

The Weapons Engineering Tritium Facility (WETF) uses secondary containment vessels to store primary tritium

containment vessels. The primary containment vessel is the first boundary used for tritium containment. The primary

container is stored in a secondary containment vessel that provides the second tritium boundary. III order to assay the

quantity of tritium contained within the secondary containment vessel, it must fit within the WETF Mound-designed

calorimeter. Of the existing secondary containment vessels at WETF, only one desi~mcan be placed within the

calorimeter to assay the quantity of tritium contained within the vessel.

The Tritium Operations Engineering team at WETF was tasked in February 1999 with providing secondary

containment vessels for WETF that fit withh the calorimeter. The use of secondary containment at WETF originates

from the safe handling and storage of primary tritium vessels within high-quality secondary containers. Secondary

containment is crucial to limiting the release of tritium or tritiated water into the room atmosphere at WETF.
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REQUIREMENTS

These vessels were to be designed and fabricated with the engineering rigor and design requirements of a

high-quality, secondary tritium containment vessel as defined by the Department of Energy (DOE) Document, DOE

HDBK-1 129-99, Tritium Handling and Safe Storage. This design requirement includes the requirement that the vessel

be designed and fabricated in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and

Pressure Vessel Code.

A design requirement of the WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary containment vessel was to establish

a pedigree and set a design, fabrication, and testing standard that could be used for all future secondary containment

vessels at WETF. The Tritium Operations Engineering team at WETF used the Mound design in the fabrication of the

new WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary containment vessels. In the manufacture of these secondaries,

the Mound drawing # AYD901O39, Revision 4, was modified and redrawn to produce a new drawing for the

containers. This drawing of the newly manufactured WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary containment

vessels, WETF drawing number 141Y-634984, is shown in Appendix A.

The required maximum allowable working pressure (MAWP) for these vessels was 200 psig. The required outside

diameter is 6.844 inches (see Appendix A). This diameter is for a close tolerance fit between the vessel and the WETF

calorimeter. This close tolerance allows for faster achievement of thermal equilibrium within the calorimeter and thus

reduces measurement times.

The Mound-designed containers originally carried a certain pedigree that included calculations, material

specifications, fabrication specifications, and testing. Whh the closure of Mound Laboratory, the loss of

knowledgeable personnel, and wholesale elimination of files, this Mound pedigree was lost. Mound sent LANL a

secondary container that was designed to fit within the calorimeters. This vessel was fabricated at Mound, serial #012,

according to Mound drawing#AYD901039, Revision 4. WETF had a need for more of the secondaries in 1993 and

had six more manufactured according to the Mound drawing # AYD901O39, Revision 4.

A requirement of the vessel is to limit the weight because WETF personnel must lift the vessel up into the

calorimeter. The vessel was constructed using 2024-T351 aluminum that gives the vessel an empty weight of

19.5 pounds.

The WETF high-quality, secondary containment vessel must have no detectable leak below 1.05108

standard-cm3/s helium. This leak testis performed with the vessel pressurized with helium at the MAWP. After the

manufacture and assembly of the vessel, it must also pass a 5-minute-proof pressure test with no permanent

deformation, visible cracks, or leaks. This proof testis at 150% of the MAWP.
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The WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary containment vessel must survive a 10-foot drop onto

concrete, because it will be lifted by WETF personnel into the calorimeter and there exists a possibility of its being

dropped. The drop survivability of the WETF high-quality, secondary containment vessel was determined by dropping

containers with an orientation so that they hit the Nupro 4H valve or the Ashcroft pressure gauge. These parts are

considered the most vulnerable to damage from a drop. The drop tests were performed with the MAWP of 200 psi

helium. After the drop tests the vessels must pass a helium leak check (see Appendix B).

A requirement for the WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary containment vessel is to be manufactured

from parts’that have a temperature rating higher than 200”F. The WETF high-quality, Iong-term-storage, secondary

containment vessel can use either a Nitrile O-ring or a Helicoflex all metal seal. The Nitrile O-ring has a usable

temperature of up to 275°F. The Helicoflex close-wound, helical spring seal has a maximum usable temperature of

482”F. The Nupro SS-4H-W96 valve has an all-metal stem tip that enables the valve to have a maximum usable

temperature of 600”F.

Also in the design requirements of the WETF high-quality, Iong-term-storage, secondary containment vessels, the

DOE Handbook, Design Considerations, DOE-HDBK-1 132-99 was used as a guide for the selection of the materials

and construction of the high-quality, WETF secondary containers.

FABRICATION

The machining and manufacture of the 110 secondary containers were submitted through a competitive bid process

to three fabrications shops that were deemed by ESA-WMM to be competent enough to complete the fabrication.
Bogue Machine company, Inc., in Albuquerque won the bid and started to order materials in March of 1999.

Manufacture started soon thereafter and was completed in June 1999. Throughout the manufacture of the WETF
high.qu~lity, ]Ong-term.storage, second~ containment vessels, visitsand preliminary inspections were made by

Kane J. Fisher at Bogue Machine Company, Inc., in Albuquerque.

TESTING, CALCULATIONS, AND MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS

The qualification and subsequent pedigree of these secondary containers emanated from a series of physical tests,

calculations, and material specifications. Each container has an identical machined serial number and the MAWP on

both the top flange and bottom piece. An inspection was performed at Bogue on 20 out of 110 pieces for compliance to

24 different specifications. This inspection was done before delivery of the vessels to LANL. These 20 vessels were

considered a representative sample of the total vessels made. Each of the 20 vessels inspected was within the

tolerances for each of the given 24 specifications. A picture of a completed WETF high quality secondary is shown in

Figure 1.
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Figure 1. WETF high-quali~, secondary container.

The physical tests performed on the WETF secondary containers were helium leak tests at the MAWP, proof tests

to 150% of the MAWP, pressure rise to failure (burst test), and destructive drop tests at the MAWP.

A certified Level-II Helium leak tester performed an inside-out leak test on the WETF secondary containers in a

bell jar. This leak test must be performed and documented on each WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary

containment vessel before it can be used. The WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary containment vessels

were placed within a bell jar and pressurized to the MAWP of 200 psig. The bell jar was then evacuated and the true

helium leak rate of all sealing surfaces was determined. A leak rate greater than 1.05 10* standard-cm3/s helium is not

acceptable.

4
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A proof test with helium gas is performed to 150% of the 200 psig MAWP. In this proof test, 300 psig gas pressure

is loaded into the WETF secondary container and left for 5 minutes. The proof testis performed in a bell jar, and the

helium leak detector can detect any leaks. This proof test must be performed and documented on all of the WETF

secondary containers before they can be used. Any visible cracks, leaks, or deformation within this 5-minute period at

the proof pressure constitutes a failure of the proof test, and the container is not acceptable.

Three WETF secondary containers (serial numbers 26,51, 76) were burst-test (pressure rise to failure) with helium

gas pressure. The burst pressures were 3,369.0 psig, 3,480.0 psig, and 3,480.0 psig, respectively. This burst pressure is

17 times the MAWP of 200 psig and is greater than the ASME required safety factor of four times the MAWP.

The containers were placed inside a “boom ball” ~d plumbed to a high pressure compressor. The gas pressure was

increased until there was a failure in the containment of the gas. Each one of the containers tested failed by blow-by

on the O-ring seal, which is a desirable failure, shown in Figure 2. There were no catastrophic or projectile producing

failures.

r .,. .

.-“-...-.. .
,,. . fllll.l lll!lll~l~ii!lli!

I I 71 I , I ‘ 31 41

Figure 2. Blow-by on the O-ring and stressed bolt.
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A picture of a profile view of the top lid after burst testing of the container shows the deformation of the 5/8” thick

3(MLstainless-steel lid, Figure 3.

The bourdon tubes within the 300 psig Ashcroft gauges, shown in Figure 4, were deformed but did not rupture.

These burst tests served two main purposes. One purpose was to determine the ultimate pressure that the WETF

secondary containers could withstand before a breech of containment occurred. Another purpose was to determine

where the container would fail and whether the failure would be violent.

The Tritium Operations Engineering Team performed three drop tests to determine the survivability of the WETF

secondary containers if dropped. The test was to determine whether an Ashcroft pressure gauge that had been

overpressurized would survive a direct hit from 10 feet. The WETF secondary container, serial number51, was first

burst-tested (pressure rise to failure), then dropped onto the Ashcroft pressure gauge. The pressure at burst of serial

number 51 was 3480 psia. The WETF Tritium Operations Engineering Team manufactured a neoprene gasket that

could be used to reseal the container and checked the inte=gity of the container by helium leak checking. The container

was tilled with helium to S-Site atmospheric pressure. The container was then dropped from 10 feet onto the Ashcroft

pressure gauge. The Y$%m seconda~ container, serial number 51, maintained its integrity, which was determined by a

post helium leak test.

Two other drop tests were performed with ESA-MT at K-Site Reduced Hazard Area. ESA-MT prepared the

Experimental Test Instruction (ETI), which is included in Appendix B. This ETI is a requirement for performing

experiments at the drop tower at K-Site. The two drop tests were performed with 200 psig helium gas pressure within

the WETF secondary containers. Each of the containers was helium leak checked before being taken to K-Site.

A 13-pound piece of aluminum stock was placed inside both WETF high-quality, long-term-storage, secondary

containment vessels to provide a mass mockup for the primary containment vessels that will be stored in them. The

drop tests were onto concrete from a height of 10.0 feet. One container, serial number 20, was dropped at a 45° angle

ontlo the Ashcroft pressure gauge. The Ashcroft gauge was damaged as shown in Figure 5.

1
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Figure 3. Deformation of 5/8” stainless-steel lid.
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Figure 4. Comparison of deformed bourdon tubes.
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Figure 5. Damage to Ashcrojl gaugefiom 10-- drop test.
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The other container, serial number 50, was dropped at a 45° angle onto the Nupro 4H valve. The 4H valve handle

was damaged and the l/4-in. stainless-steel tube was bent as shown in Figure 6. The drop tests were performed

remotely from Building K-3 following the procedure written in the ETI. Each container was helium leak checked

afterwards by a certified Level-II leak checker, and each had a leak rate after the drop test of less than 1.0x 104

standard cm3/shelium.

Calculations, as well as testing, are integral parts of the acceptance and use of the WETF high-quality, secondary

containers. The DOE Handbook, “Design Considerations,” DOE-HDBK-1 132-99; and the DOE Handbook, “Tritium

Handling and Safe Storage:’ DOE-HDBK-1 129-99, endorse the use of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code as a

guideline for producing a tritium containment vessel. A certified ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Inspector,

James Radigan, Professional Engineer, PE license number 31350 Colorado, performed pressure rating calculations for

the WETF secondary containers. James Radigan’s ASME calculations approved the MAWP of 200 psig for the WETF

high-quality, secondary containers. These Professional Engineer stamped calculations are contained in the Appendix C.

It was the intention of the Tritium operations Engineering team to have these calculations performed independently of

the manufacturer and of Los Alamos National Laboratory.

Figure 6. Damage to the Nupro 4H valvefiom 10-ji drop test.
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The material specifications for the WETF high-quality, secondary containers are materials that are suggested for

tritium service in the DOE Handbook, “Design Considerations:’ DOE-HDBK-1 132-99; and the DOE Handbook,

“Tritium Handling and Safe Storage:’ DOE-HDBK-1 129-99. The lower portion of the container is made of 2024-T351

aluminum. Aluminum is used’to minimize the weight of the container because WETF personnel must manually lift

these containers. This particular aluminum was used because of the very high strength and mechanical properties. The

Aluminum Associations temper designation, -T351 is used by industry, Machinery’s Handbook, 25ti Ed. The temper

-T351 explains that the aluminum is solution heat-treated, cold-worked, and stress-relieved by stretching 1$70to 3% of

the permanent set, from Machinery’s Handbook, 25* Ed. Bogue Machine Company purchased the 2024-T351

aluminum from the Kaiser Ahuninum & ChemicaI Corporation. One of the Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corporation

materials certification reports for the 2024-T351 aluminum is included in Appendix D. This certified test report lists

the actual physical properties of the aluminum as well as the weight percent of the chemical composition.

The top lid of the container is made of 304L (low carbon) stainless steel. This steel is desirable for tritium service

because it provides good strength, weldability, and resistance to hydrogen embrittlement. A certificate of tests for the

bar stock 304L from Ugine-Savoie, France is included in Appendix E.

The selection and use of the Nupro 4H valve was done because of reliability in tritium service. The Nupro 4H valve

was received from the factory with a 3.O-in. tube extension, female end cap, and a Vespel stem tip. Receiving this

Nupro 4H valve this way from the factory saved Bogue Machining Inc. two difficult welds on the valve. we VespeI

stem tip has shown good reliability in tritium service as long as the valve is not repeatedly overtightened. The WETF

operators are trained about the consequences of overtightening Nupro 4H valves as part of their facility operator

certification. The valves are made of316L (low carbon) stainless steel, which is desirable for tritium service because it

provides good strength, weldability, and resistance to hydrogen embrittlement, much like 304L stainless stqel.

The Ashcroft 300 psig pressure gauge was also selected because of its all stainless-steel construction on the wetted

surfaces. This Ashcroft gauge has l/4-in. NPT threads that provide bonding strength to the stainless-steel lid. The

Ashcroft gauge and the Nupro 4H valve were both welded to the lid by a certified 6G welder by Bogue Machining,

Inc. The seal on the top lid of the WETF high-quality, secondary container is made with an O-ring, or a Helicoflex

seal. The O-ring selected is a Parker Seals O-ring, part number 2-252 (Nitrile, BUNA-N). Thk O-ring is compounded

for service over a temperature range of -65° F to 275”F, from Parker O-ring Handbook. Although Nitrile is compatible

for tritium service an all-metal seal can also be used. The Helicoflex seal is an all-metal seal that can be used in the

WETF high-quality, secondary containers. Because of the all-metal characteristics of the Helicoflex seals, they are

only used once. The Parker O-rings will be used when the WETF high-quality, secondary containers can be reused.

9
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Test Description: The test will consist of dropping two 31S lb. pressurized containers,
with a dummy mass inside, onto concrete from a height of 10.0’. One container will be
dropped at a 45° angle onto the pressure gauge. The other container will be dropped at a
45° angle onto the valve. The containers will be pressurized to 200 PSIG using helium.
After a container has been dropped, and it has been determined that it is safe, it will be
loaded into a transportation container and transported fromTA-11 to TA-16, Bldg. 2021
Once at Bldg. 202a helium leak test will be performed. Once removed from K-site,
Bldg. 202 safety procedures should be followed for removal from the transportation
container and testing of the dropped container.

Hazards Present
1) The container is pressurized to 200 PSIG. Similar containers have been leak cheeked
to at least 2,000 PSIG.
2) Lifti~g and rigging is required.

Hazard Evaluation:

1) The container could rupture.
2) Liting and rigging equipment could fail.

Hazard Management
Prior to testing the following SOP’s and HCP’S will be read by all personnel involved.

MT-SOP-GNO1 General Procedures, MT Group
MT-SOP-ETO1 General Procedures, Dynamic Testing
MT-SOP-ET06 Drop Tower Testing
MT-HCP-ET06 Drop Tower Testing

The following procedures will be adhered to:

1) The drop(s) will be done remotely from Bldg. K-3. The K-site Reduced Hazard Area
defined by Gate 10 will be secured. All personnel on site will be in Bldg. K2, K3, K4 or
K30 during the drop(s). After the container has been dropped, we will wait five minutes.
After five minutes one person will go to the drop area and listen for leaking gas and
inspect the container for visible damage. At no time shall any personnel put hisher body
parts in front of the valve/gauge end of the container. The following procedures will be
followed after the drop(s).

A) If there is no audible evidenee of leakage. WETF personnel will approach from
the back end of the unit, (the non-valve end), and use a helium leak detector to
determine if there is leakage. If there is evidenee of leakage, WETF personnel will
use the helium leak detector every fifteen minutes until there is no evidenee of
leakage. When there is no evidence of leakage go to C.

B-3
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2)

3)

B) If there is audible evidence of leakage. Wait until the audible leakage has
stopped. WETF personnel will approach from the back end of the unit (the non-valve

end), use a helium leak detector to determine if there is leakage. If there is evidence
of leakage, WETF personnel will use the helium leak detector every fifteen minutes
until there is no evidence of leakage. When there is no evidence of leakage go to C.

C) One person will lift the container, with the gaugehalve end away from hidher
body, and put it into the transportation container. The transportation container will be
closed and transported to Bldg. 202. Knowledgeable Bldg. 202 personnel will
accompany the container so as not to endanger unsuspecting 202 personnel receiving
the container.

The crane and drop mechanism will be inspected prior to lifting the container for the
drop. The container will be placed on a hydraulic lift and raised to approximately
4.0’. The container will be lifted approximately 1“ to allow the correct orientation to
be verified and the hydraulic lift will be removed. The remainder of the lift will be
done remotely from Bldg. K-3.

All personnel that go to the drop tower area shall wear a hard hat. After the drop(s),
any personnel that go to the drop tower area shall wear eye protection until the
transportation container has been removed from the area.

S13VHUTY LIKELIHOOD RISK
Violent Release of Pressure critical Improbable LOw

Slow Release of Pressure Negligible Probable Minimal
Lifting Moderate Remote Minimal

S&mitted: James E. bke

U[&&

vy&v wed” oh “n

J.

-..

A~proved Paul Smith

If-f’ ? 7
Date

Date

Date
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Kane J. Fisher
Los Alamos National Laboratory
P.O. BoX 1663
Mail Stop C927
Los Alamos, NM 87545

Mr. Fisher,

March 2000

James Radigan
P.O. BOX 39278

Denver, CO 80239

Attached please find the transcribed calculations for the Long-Term Storage
Container.

In the transcription process, I found two errors in my original hand calculations
which I wish to bring to your attention. Ne-fier error affected the final analysis,
but were mrrected for the sake of mmpleteness.

The first error is in the external pressure calculations for the shell, where an
exponent was mis-copied from one equation to the next. This error was corrected
during transcription and resulted in a more accurate result for the stresses in the
shell under vacuum conditions.

The second error is in the calculation for the stainless steel top cover. An
erroneous value was used fo~one of the variables. This error was also corrected
during transcription and resulted in a lower stress value for the top cover.

Based on this analysis, the design of the Long-Term Storage Container is
adequate for the pressure conditions specified.
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Los Alamos National Laboratory

Long-Term Storage Container

Materlah COmirKX “&211 -2024 -T351 Aluminum

v= 0.3W

Ud A-240-304SW&s SW

v= 0.305

?m!mlro: 200 pai (internal)
15 psi (extema!)

Aluminum S= SU14

= 82$00/4

= 15;kO0 pd

sy=45,000pd

1.5” 15,500
or

(2/3) ”45,000

=23250 psi
or
= 30,0D0 pd

Ttm3fom, am= 23250 pd

Stainless: mm= 18,800 psi

c-4
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Shell:

Internal Pfassurw ‘ (ref.: Roadts Formulas for Strass & Strain, 6th ad., Table 28”@e Ic)

61= Longitudinal Stres2

cr2=HOOpsb?3ss

m=(q*R)/(2”t)

=(200 ”3.209)/(2”0.427)

= 752 psi

q = 200 pal

R= 3.209 in
t= 0.427 in

Uz=(q” R)/t

=(200 ”3.209)/0.427

= 1503 psi <23250 PSI Tharatbra, the shall is acceptable.

External Pressurw (wit; RoarkTabh 29 Case 5)

c1 = o

m’=(-8*M)/(t”2) M= O Iwlb

t = 0.427 in
=(-8” 0)/(0.427”2)

= o

a2=((y*E)/R)+( v” Cm) E= 10,300,000 pa!

R= 3.209 In

y=(yA*Fl)+((lpA/2 *A)* F2)+LTy

yA=(q/(4*D*h44 ))”(((2*&* Css)-(Q” Cn2))/cll)

D=(E*t”3)/( 12*(1 -vA2)

= ( 10,300,000 ● 0.427”3 )/ ( 12” ( 1-0.334”2 )

= 75216

k=((3*(l-vA2))/( RA2”t”2)~-25

= (( 3 ● ( 1-0.334”2 ))/ ( 3.209”2 “ 0.427”2 ))”025

= 1.092
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&=Slnh(~*l)*S]n(~*l) I=

= -22@O0

ti=si~(~’( l+))”sln(~’(].a)) a =

= -22@0

~=(cosh(~” l)”sln(~” l))-(slnh( %”i)”cos(k’l))

= -133,627

March 2000

11.33 in

o

-=(~h(~*(l. a))"sin(h" (14)))+(Si~( h*(!4))*-(~*(l4)))

= 93,025

cll=sl*2(z*l )-silp2(h*l)

= 1.3% EtO q= 15 psi

yA=(q/(4*D* ~~))*(((2” @”m)-(~*ti))/cll)

= ( -15/(4 ● 75Z16* 1.092% ))” (((2* -2Zm ● -22WJ )-(-136,627 ● 93.025 ))/ l-~ Elo )

= -3.506 E-5

~a=(q/(2*D*~”3)) *((( C2?*Cas)-(@--)) /Cl~)

@=(cosh(~* l)*sin(~*l ))+(sinh(%” l)* C06(~”l))

= 93,025

~a = ( 15/ ( 2* 75t216” 1.09N3 ))* ((( 93,025 ● (-2Z800) )- ( (-22MO)- 93,025 ))/ 1.394 E1O )

= o

LTy=(q/(4* D*%W))*F@

Fa!s=(cx+~)-Fat *+* =

Fal=~+~*~h(~*~+>)*~(~*d+>)

= 115,626

F== -115,626

LTy = ( -15 / ( 4 ● 75W6 ● 1.092% )) ● (-115,825)

= 4.061

C-6
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Bottom End: ( NottxInternalprasaurawill govern)

(r@.: Roark Table24 Case 10b)

c=(6*h4/(V’2))

March 2000

Appendix C

= 115,828

P((-3.WE~* l15,=)+O+4.wl

= 1.404E-4

~2=((1.W~*lO,~,~)/3~)+o

= 450 1A c 23&(l pal Therefixa,the shall laacceptable.

hk=(e*D*(l -vA2)/r)+(V*Wl

()=((Mc*”r)/(D* (l+ V))+LTe

~=(q*#2*(l+v))/16

=(200 ”2.W2*(l+0.3W))/16

= 149.58

D=(E” F3)/(12*(1-VA2)

=(100300,000 *0.!Y3)/(12”( 1-0.334A2)

= 120,764

LTe=(q*F3*Glt)/t) G14 =

= (-200 ● 2.8W3” 0.0625 )/ 120,764

= -0.00278

6=((149.W*2W5 )/(lM,764*( l+0.W))-O.W8

= 8.468 E-7

W= Mc+LTM

0.0625

LTM= -q* F2*G17 ~ “

GlT=(3+v)/16

= 0.2084

c-7

t = 0.5 in

r = 2.995 in

E= 10,300,000@
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LTM = -200 ● 2995’2 ● 0.2084

= -373.67

MT= 149.58-373.87

= -224.29

~= ( 8.466 E-7*120.754*(1 -0.334’2 )/2.995 )+ (0.334 ● (-224.29) )

= -74.66

C= (6*(-74.68) /(().!jA2))

= 1797 psi <23,250 pei Therefore, the bottomplateIsacceptable.

Top Covm ( F40kcInternalpreseurewillgovern)

(raf: FbariGTable 24 Caae lob)

c=(6” Mt/(P2))

~=(e*D*(l -VA2)/r)+(v*MrJ

t = 0.625 in

r = 244 in

v= 0.30s

a = 2.44 In

E= 27,600,000 pal

e=((hk*r)/(D* (l+v))+LTe

hk=(q”a’2* (l+ V))/16

=(200 ”244’2’(1+0.305 ))/16

= 97.12

D=(E*P3)/( 12”(1-vA2)

= ( 27,600,000 “ 0.626’3 )/ ( 12 “ ( 1 -“0.305’2 )

= 619,117

LTe=(q*r’3*Gtq)/D G14 = 0.0625

= ( -200•244”3’0.625 )1619,117

= -2.933 E-4

0=((97.12*244)/( 619,117 ”(1+0.305))-2.933 E-4

= 5.868 E-5

Mr=Mc+LTM

LTM=-q*f’2*G17

March 2000
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Gt7=(3+r)/16

=(3+2.44)116

= 0.2086

LTM = -200 ● 244A2 ● 0.2066

= -246.0

Mr= 97.12 -246.0

= -148.88

Mt= ( 5.866 E-5 ● 619,117 ● ( 1- 0.3W2 )/244 ) + ( 0.305” (-148.88))

= 4.35

c7=(6*43.35/(o.625P2))

= 666 PSl <18,800 Wi Theretbre, the top cover k acceptable.

Bolting:

EndLoaCL

F=q” A

A=z”dA214

q = 200 pd

d = 4.88 in

n = 16 bolts

=Z*4.88A214

= 18.70 i@2

F= 200”18.70

= 3740 lb

L=Fln

= 3740116

= 234ib

ASSUlllf35/1!%18 UNC boita

G= LIAb Ab= 0.0524 irP2

= 234/ 0.0524

= 4466 pal <18,800 PSI Therafore, the bolting la acceptdk

Thkaame2341bload vfillaiSOaCtM*Aiti
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I = 0.88 in ( assumed insart length)

d= 0.512 in ( hole dmmeter )

Tmax= 0.5 ● Z%25il

= 11,600 psi

C=z”d

= 1.E08in

At=C*l

= 1.608”0.88

= 1.415 in

T= LIAr

= ml 1.415

= 165 psi < 23J?50 psi Therefore, the thraaded inserk are acceptable.

I
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Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical
Corporation material certification report
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KAISER A \
A l. UA##NUM

MADE IN USA /?zA\—. —

March 2000

J
—— \P. O. BOX 669 JACKSON, TN 383B2

$~’p 9RA~C0 METALS ~13RALc0 METALS
1509B NORTHAF! STREET 15k)90”N0RTliAM STREET

LA MIRAOA, CA USA 90638 LA mXRaDA, CA USA 96638
rwlm —-mw.amu :?M7 — l--m 1

LISO 90@2sASTMB211-95A,AMS412@P.AMS-QQ-A-22W64 a.~ -
=G%-opw8flcas lm~ lw=~

7’ “ ‘ “
1009 c 6171 -- 11 13984 12 04/21/99 M. L. Coats, Qua13ty. Hanager

ACTUAL PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Lm—

20091338

‘ens$le 11
.hls meter

wumdwnt

. .

1;‘ 14;●

UTS YTs ELONG
ksl *S 4 %

66.7 47.8 22.0

lts us d ● re enna~u *nter al Itm :s sln none
ml nee s the equlrem ents o 74 te pep an of QQ.

(CANC LLED).

:

I i

I 1 I I 1

m re~
-225/{

.

Slu99
SOLOTO:MARCOSTEELPONUM8ER..A8Q254S9 PARTNUM8Hk

8RAM0OROERNUM8EFC 584 GHT~6171 ~.

TRCERK SIONATURE
l%c%cCmncaDum @qNmmm CimsNcvhB EkzabdbO’l?cdL&owm

:
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Ugine-Savoie, France,
certificate of tests for the bar stock 304L
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------ 1 CERTIFICATE 0? TESTSs—
UQINE mtmm=asS?nmmam -@=--

tilLo60J22s310\ “2stuuND-- 177,000 ‘“ 2240 XG

I

March 2000
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